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How can the ICFR impact
assessment tool help?
Facing some of the most difficult challenges in generations, companies are
seeking a way forward that positions their company for future growth and
success in light of COVID-19.
One of the elements that companies need to consider in today’s environment
is how their ICFR program has been impacted, and whether the program meets
the needs of the evolving environment. SOX functions need to modify their
approach to address new internal and external risk factors and need to be able
to scale based on cost pressures.
If the COVID-19 impact has been significant on an organization, the ICFR
strategy may need to significantly change in order to take significant cost out of
the program and/or pivot to address major changes in risk and scope. For the
majority of companies, many financial statement risks have changed, and, as a
result, the ICFR program needs to adapt to address new internal and external
risk factors.
KPMG has developed an ICFR impact assessment tool that quickly assesses
the overall impact of COVID-19 on the ICFR program and develops a roadmap
of activities to be completed in order to modify the program to address the risks
in today’s environment based on your industry, your operational circumstances,
and the extent to which your control environment has changed.

Does your ICFR program meet your
needs in today’s environment?
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Materiality
and/ or scoping
may change
substantially
and bring in new
accounts/locations/
processes.
Data flows may
change and more
in-depth
walk-throughs may
be needed.

Not all companies are
impacted the same
“HARD RESET”
Industries/Companies that struggle
to recover from COVID-19 due to
“permanently” lowered demand for
offerings, insufficient capital to ride out
extended recession, and/or poor execution
of digital transformation

“SURGE”
Industries/Companies that scale
in the era of COVID-19 as consumer
behavior that was altered during the crisis
is sustained in their favor. Investors sense
their potential to lead and provide capital
to scale aggressively during recovery

— Airlines
— Hotels
— Brick-and-mortar — Restaurants
retail
— Entertainment
— Higher education
venues
— Energy

—
—
—
—

Online retail
TMT
Food delivery
Telemedicine

— Asset
management/PE
— Life sciences/
pharma
— Interaction
platforms
— Streaming media

REACT
— Liquidity

Fast

Slow
Pace of COVID-19 recovery

High

— Consumer service
— Supply chain
“TRANSFORM TO REEMERGE”
“MODIFIED BAU”
Industries/Companies that will
Industries/Companies seen as
recover but along a protracted
daily essentials that will suffer
path requiring reserves of capital
effects of consumer shutdown
to endure and transform operating models
recession but will recover more quickly
to emerge stronger and more in line with
as consumer demand returns in similar
changed consumer priorities
volumes
—
—
—
—

Travel and leisure — Healthcare
Automotive
— Real estate/
construction
Durable goods
Other industrial
manufacturing
— Professional
services
— Insurance

—
—
—
—

Banking
Consumer goods
Agriculture
Transportation

Low
Degree of “permanent” change to industry economics/value chain
The degree to which your ICFR program needs to pivot is dependent largely on where your
organization fits within the four quadrants above.
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Paving the path to the
“new reality”
As you settle into the new reality of what business looks like now and in the near future, it is essential
that you understand the current state of your controls environment. Understanding how your controls
reacted to the impact of COVID-19 and determining your company’s resilience is the first step that leads
to recovery and a new operational reality.
Reaction
— Control performance
is deprioritized, as
focus is diverted
to other critical
business activities
— Additional access
is provisioned to
address needed
employee flexibility
— Connectivity
limitations cause
employees to not
complete tasks
— Controls allocated
to furloughed
employees are not
performed
— Transaction
processing centers
fall behind
— IT operations cannot
fully be executed
remotely

Resilience
— Controls are
reallocated,
but potentially
inconsistent
performance
and potential
Segregation of
Duties (SOD)
conflicts exist

New reality

— Control performance
and documentation
are again consistent,
yet still manual

— “New reality”
sets in as learned
behaviors and
technologies tested
during crisis drive
process and control
automation

— Compensating
controls are in place
for SOD conflicts

— Controls
documentation is
inconsistent
— Access logs return
to being maintained
— Connectivity
improves, but is
inconsistent
— Transaction
processing catches
up, but some
activities must be
manually executed
— Most IT operations
are executed

— Access is
retrospectively
managed in logs
and reviewed for
conflicts
— Connectivity has no
limitations and is
stable
— Transaction
processing returns
to pre-COVID-19
state

— Remaining
manual activities
are highlighted
and automated,
resolving SOD
conflicts
— Connectivity proves
viable to support
data needs for
remote control
performance

— IT operations return
to pre-COVID-19
state

All companies thrust
simultaneously into triage

Depth/duration of Resilience and path to
Recovery will vary by company/sector

Working to define what is
being irrevocably changed

“Protect”

“Help”

“Grow”
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How resilient is your company and
your control environment?
To better understand to what degree your ICFR program needs to pivot, you must determine both
the current impact on the financial statements and operations as well as the impact on the control
environment. Below is a spectrum of high to low ICFR program resilience.

Impact on the
financial statements
and operations

R program

Potential need to pivot your ICF

Impact on the financial statements and operations
1

High program
resilience

Lower financial impact/lower
control environment impact
— Insignificant impact to
financial statements and
operations
— Insignificant impact to
control environment

2

High to moderate
program resilience

Low to moderate financial
impact/lower to moderate
control environment impact
— Some impact on balance
sheet valuation
— Clear impact on EBITDA
due to modified operations
— Moderate impact on the
control environment due to
remote work, minor level of
furloughed or ill employees
and expanded access due
to need for flexibility

3

Moderate to low
program resilience

Moderate to high financial
impact/moderate to high
control environment impact
— Balance sheet adjusted for
moderate to high impact
— Significant impact on
EBITDA
— Significant impact on
control environment
due to furloughed and ill
employees, eliminated
positions, and new risks

4

Low program
resilience

Higher financial impact/
higher control environment
impact
— Significant impact on
financial statements and
operations
— Challenged to close books
— Impact from significant
third parties who are
impacted
— Change in key risks,
including fraud

KPMG can help you by taking these ICFR impact assessment steps:
1

Determine the level of company resilience

2

Determine the ICFR program pillars and activities

3

Develop a roadmap of activities needed to pivot your ICFR program
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ICFR impact assessment
framework
Using the framework below, we will look across all of the ICFR program pillars including strategy, risk,
technology, and governance to help you determine areas that have been impacted the most. Using this
framework, we can help you determine the actions needed to pivot your ICFR program to be effective in
this new environment.
What areas have been impacted the most in your ICFR program?

Strategy

Need for understanding of
changes in process and control
design

Reconsider external auditor
reliance model

Risk assessment

Materiality and scoping changes

Changes to location-specific or
process risks

Entity-level controls

Changes to link to COSO
Framework

Changes to direct entitylevel controls resulting from
organizational changes

Control selection/design

Current accuracy of process
documentation and key control
selection

Employees in new processlevel roles cause delegation of
authority/SOD concerns

Technology

Deployment of new technology in
Access and user privilege changes an expedited or changed manner
that impacts financial reporting

Testing strategy

Authorizations

Conversion from manual to
electronic evidence, and storage
of evidence

Evaluating results

Already disclosed changes in
control environment

Known deficiencies due to
controls being circumvented or
did not operate

Governance

Change in tester responsibilities
causes lack of independence

Changes in the governance
team due to layoffs/furloughed
employees
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Extent to which resources to
execute strategy have changed

Change in risk appetite resulting
Consideration of additional
from cost constraints drives a less
stakeholder needs
conservative program

Processes where new key risks
are managed

Unusual/infrequent accounting
Changes to shared services
transactions, and revisions to
coverage and/or common controls
estimates

Change in monitoring controls due
Delegation of authority changes
to workload of leadership

Adequacy of use of control
change logs

New risks and manual
workarounds drive new control
objectives and new controls

Impact on the service providers
used

Impact of remote and furloughed
employees

Fraud
Cyber incidents, data security, or
privacy violations

Changes to or limits in executing
IT operations

Third-party technology, services,
and security management

Period to be
covered by testing

Unknown control changes result
from lack of certification process
or new control owners

Testing remote
versus on-site

Extent of progress on remediating Ability to leverage compensating
existing deficiencies
and mitigating controls

Extent of available internal
mechanism to self-report control
changes and control failures

Impact on the established
schedule and/or budget

Technology needed to support
remote governance

Governance deprioritized
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ICFR program impact
assessment: example output
Based on the area of impact and level, the roadmap will highlight the specific areas of risk and the level
of effort needed to pivot your program. Additionally, recommended activities to address the program
area will be outlined specifically for your company. Below is a representative example using the risk
assessment and testing strategy.
Extent to which
resources to execute
strategy have changed

Change in risk appetite
resulting from cost
constraints drives a less
conservative program

Consideration of
additional stakeholder
needs

Strategy

Need for understanding
Reconsider external
of changes in process
auditor reliance model
and control design

Risk
assessment

Materiality and
scoping changes

Changes to locationProcesses where new
specific or process risks key risks are managed

Changes to shared
services coverage and/
or common controls

Unusual/infrequent
accounting
transactions, and
revisions to estimates

Entity-level
controls

Changes to link to
COSO Framework

Changes to direct
entity-level controls
resulting from
organizational changes

Delegation of authority
changes

Adequacy of use of
control change logs

Control
selection/
design

Employees in new
Current accuracy of
roles/DOA/SOD
process documentation
concerns

Technology

Access and user
privilege changes

Testing strategy Authorizations

Deployment of new
technology in an
expedited or changed
manner that impacts
financial reporting

Conversion
from manual
to electronic
evidence, and
storage of
evidence

Change in monitoring
controls due to
workload of leadership

New risks and manual
workarounds drive new Impact of remote and
control objectives and furloughed employees
new controls

Impact on the service
providers used

Cyber incidents, data
security, or privacy
violations

Third-party technology,
Changes to or limits in
services, and security
executing IT operations
management

Period to be covered
by testing

Unknown control
changes result from
lack of certification
process or new control
owners

Testing remote versus
on-site

Evaluating
results

Already disclosed
changes in control
environment

Known deficiencies
Extent of progress on
due to controls being
remediating existing
circumvented or did not
deficiencies
operate

Ability to leverage
compensating and
mitigating controls

Extent of available
internal mechanism to
self-report

Governance

Change in tester
responsibilities causes
lack of independence

Changes in the
governance team due
to layoffs/furloughed
employees

Governance
deprioritized

Technology needed
to support remote
governance
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Impact on the
established schedule
and/or budget

Fraud

Impact – High
Materiality
and scoping
changes

Impact on ICFR program
— A risk assessment has not been performed in the era of COVID-19.
The company may be unaware of changes to materiality and/or
in-scope business process, units, etc.
— Controls may not be in place or operating effectively for accounts
where materiality has changed.
— There may not be any controls in place for newly in-scope business
process, units, etc. or risks.
Level of effort to pivot the program
— Minimal effort to perform the materiality calculation, yet high level of
effort to document and test new processes and locations

Level of
effort – High

Impact – High

Conversion
from manual
to electronic
evidence, and
storage of
evidence

Associated activities needed
— Recalculate materiality
— Consider continuing to reperform ICFR risk assessment on a periodic
basis throughout the remainder of the year as business situations will
continue to be fluid.
Impact on ICFR program
— As a result of the “work from home” requirements, some control
owners have shifted from manual to electronic control evidence.
However, guidance or protocols for changes to control evidence, as
well as retention, have not been formally documented.
— Some control owners are doing a better job than others to evidence
review steps electronically. However, an assessment of the electronic
control performance has not been performed. Sufficient evidence
supporting the control performance may not be documented,
resulting in deficiencies.
— Control testers have not been made aware of changes to evidence.
Level of effort to pivot the program
— Medium level of effort to assess documentation changes

Level of
effort –
Medium

Associated activities needed
— Determine how to gather information from control owners regarding
changes in control documentation and retention of evidence.
— Consider establishing alternative methods to document control
performance for control owners who are unable to convert manual
control evidence to an electronic format while working from home.
— For controls where manual evidence will continue to be maintained to
ensure employees bring the evidence back to the office to be properly
filed
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Final thoughts as we
start a new era
In this unprecedented economic and operational environment, agility and
innovation will be fundamental attributes for survival and future growth.
The reality of the changes and long-term impacts wrought by the effects
of COVID-19 that have gripped people and businesses will take time for
organizations to accept and adapt.
Given these realities, we believe that now is the time to revisit your ICFR
program and determine the best ICFR program strategy based on the risks
and business challenges that you face.
Together, we can persevere through these challenging times.

Contact us. We look forward to helping.
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